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 The last two updates on Covid-19 projections by the Institute for Health Metrics and 
Evaluation at University of Washington have been in a positive direction compared to prior 
projections.  This includes a move-up date until peak resource utilization locally and nationally 
(now as soon as April 11, 2020 in Illinois) and also a decrease in expected total death rate.  
While some may attribute this to an overreaction of the problem in the first place, most public 
health officials and public policy experts attribute it to the behavioral changes and adherence to 
the recommended social distancing protocols that have swept the nation to varying degrees on 
a state by state basis.  When interpreting the data put out by the IHME, it is important to 
understand that its epidemiologic changes happen in real time based on real data.  However, 
they also factor in other important variables including whether a particular state has a stay-at-
home order, educational facility closure mandate, non-essential services closure mandate, and 
whether or not travel has been formally restricted or limited.  Furthermore, the dates at which 
these government-mandated social distancing protocols went into place are very relevant.  
Fortunately for Illinois, the governor acted fairly quickly compared to most governors and 
enacted the protocols early (during the 3rd week of March).  The IHME data presumes a 
continuation of these full social distancing measures through May 2020.  This makes sense in 
that, if social distancing measures were immediately lifted tomorrow, the opportunity for 
increased viral transmission host-to-host would immediately rise, changing all of the 
projections currently in place.  Social distancing behavioral changes on a mass scale level, like 
all of epidemiology, is a statistics game.  With our current paradigm in place, models seem to 
project that the end of this first wave could occur as early as sometime in June.   
 Where Illinois seems to be in a good position is that with the most recent projections, 
there is no expected date where there should be a deficit in hospital resource utilization.  In 
other words, we are on pace to never have a time during this pandemic where we have an 
overall bed shortage, ICU bed shortage, or ventilator shortage.  This is NOT the case for New 
York or the United States as a whole.  Some of the reasons Illinois is positioned better is 
because Chicago as a metropolitan area does not have the same population density as the New 
York metropolitan area.  Furthermore, Illinois shut itself down very early, relative to other 
states.  For context, while New York closed down non-essential businesses a day before Illinois, 
Illinois actually issued the stay at home order and closed down educational facilities a day 
before New York.  Illinois mandated social distancing right around the time New York and 
California did, while our state was not quite as inundated by existing Covid-19 patients at the 
time.  
 Because of this, the data seems to suggest that the burden on the hospital from this first 
wave of the pandemic will ease up in May and be well under control in June.  Once again, that 
projection hinges upon social distancing measures staying in place until at least into June.  This 
is where the relevance comes into play with IBJI’s planning on transitioning out of the abyss.  
There are two fundamental changes we have made as an organization during this period to 
address the Covid-19 pandemic.  They happened in parallel, but for different purposes.  Of 
course the overriding purpose of both was to be safe, ethical, and responsible as a healthcare 
delivery organization and a business.  But the two changes that occurred were how we handle 



surgery and how we handle the clinic.  On the surgical side, we have halted all elective surgeries 
in accordance with the recommendations of the CDC, the hospitals, AAOS, etc.  The primary 
reason for halting elective surgery was to not gobble up resources that should otherwise be 
allocated for management of Covid-19 patients.  These resources include beds, ventilators, 
personal protective equipment, and labor.  A secondary reason for halting elective surgeries is 
to minimize exposure to the virus.  The reasons for the paradigm shift in the clinic were very 
different.  They were to slow our pace to avoid patients congregating in our waiting rooms, 
reducing unnecessary exposure for ourselves (and staffs and patients) for our safety, and 
staying viable to take care of orthopedic patients that need to be taken care of irrespective of 
whether or not we are in the midst of a pandemic.  Resource utilization was a secondary reason 
for the new grids in which we work.   
 The way to look at it is that the clinic paradigm shift is how our place of business is 
practicing social distancing.  The surgical paradigm shift is a resource utilization issue much 
more than a social distancing issue.  What is interesting is that the hospital resource utilization 
issue will unlikely become a deal-breaker in Illinois, provided that the social distancing practices 
persist into June.  If Illinois continues to practice social distancing into June, then it is likely that 
the burden on the hospitals will be relieved beforehand (potentially as early as May).  The 
predictions are that the hospitals will have significant capacity before public health experts will 
lift social distancing recommendations.  I have heard several people within IBJI opine about 
how we will transition back to regular workflow.  Some have suggested that we will not be 
doing elective cases at the hospital until the last Covid-19 patient is out of the building.  This 
makes little sense in that there may never a be a time where the hospitals have no Covid-19 
patients in house.  Covid-19 will become endemic to the planet the way other viruses are.  
There will likely be “Covid-19 season” where we see an influx of cases and have high hospital 
census just as we see during “Flu season”.  However, this does not mean that we do not see 
influenza cases at other times during the year.  The goal of course is to find treatments to 
mitigate symptoms and a vaccine to reduce the amount of cases annually and especially during 
“Covid-19 season”.  However, coronaviruses mutate and we should not expect an eradication 
from the planet the way smallpox and polio were eradicated.   
 Some of our colleagues have suggested that we should preempt the hospitals opening 
the floodgates of elective surgery by opening the clinic spigot and ramping up clinic volume.  I 
think the data and projections are suggesting that we have to do just the opposite.  The 
hospitals will likely have capacity for us to get back to work there before the government is 
going to loosen restrictions on people congregating.  The concern is that if we open clinics and 
have 80 patients in a waiting room, we potentially reignite the problem by effectively 
neglecting social distancing measures.  It is no different than if restaurant owners opened back 
up prematurely.  Surgery is different.  Elective surgery does not have too many people involved 
and proper precautions are already in place.  Certainly, it may make sense to ease our volume 
back up at the direction of the hospitals.  Frankly, we are at their mercy anyway.  However, it 
may make sense for surgery centers to slowly open back first when we have gone over the 
curve and get confirmation that there are no resource shortages.  We have a backlog of 
patients to schedule surgery and can get them done when the hospitals reach out to us to 
message that they are open for business.  The clinic transition back to normal is a little trickier.  
Right now we have grids intact that seem to work for the current scenario.  Once the 



government transitions the outside world to re-open, it may make sense to first keep the 
physician assignments in place but to reduce the restrictions on how many people can be seen.  
Maybe start by converting half day clinic blocks to full day blocks. Maybe after that allow 8 
patients an hour rather than 4 patients an hour.  Then if there is an unexpected upward trend 
of cases and the government recommends returning to our defensive, social distancing posture, 
we can easily reduce our slots to the current Covid-19 grid.  It is much less work on the 
operational side than flipping back and forth from our typical schedules to this current one.  On 
the other hand, once we see that the pandemic is under control and the restrictions can further 
be relaxed, we can pivot back to our usual schedules in an organized way and it will likely 
coincide with patient demand.  Patients will be willing to come back to the doctor’s office if 
they are willing to come back to restaurants and movie theaters.   
 The question for all of this is when to transition back.  That is more difficult to answer 
because we do not know exactly for how long Illinois will be in social distancing mode.  We 
cannot control the psyche of the population and who will remain gun-shy about seeing a doctor 
or setting foot in a hospital.  Furthermore, the longer the pandemic goes on and more people 
lose their jobs, the slower the recovery phase will be.  There will not be a “V” shaped curve if 
this goes on for months and months and unemployment rates continue to skyrocket.  People 
will be interested in getting back to work and earning a paycheck before they want to pay 
copays for doctor visits and to take an additional 2-3 months off work for surgery rehabilitation.  
This of course may affect different subspecialties differently as we have variable patient 
demographics.  What is clear to me is that the return of elective surgeries will be our first step.  
Ideally the surgery centers will be able to preempt the hospitals on this a bit by nature of their 
lower acuity patients and the fact that they can flip back to normalcy in a nimbler fashion.  We 
will focus on the backlog of patients that were cancelled.  We have to follow the hospital’s lead 
on this.   

The office transition back will happen later and should be staggered.  We cannot pivot 
back and forth with these transformational changes to grids and office space.  It is too much 
work on short notice and leads to chaos.  It was necessary on the front end because there was a 
safety issue at play.  On the back end, the time crunch will not be as significant.  I envision 
loosening our clinic restrictions with current schedule followed by an orderly return to the usual 
clinic schedule.  We have to monitor the lead of the government and CDC because the clinic is a 
place of business and we do not want to prematurely violate social distancing mandates and 
become part of a new problematic second wave.  For now, we have a paradigm in place that is 
sensible, compliant, and is working for us.  We will continue to monitor the projections and 
communicate with other institutions.  Other caveats to consider is that the projections take the 
whole state into account.  There may be bed shortages at individual hospitals within the state.  
For now, we are in the midst of the surge.  Lutheran General just yesterday was creating a 
contingency plan to turn their PACU into an overflow Covid-19 unit.  The point is, our new 
normal will likely remain in place at least through April, if not longer.  But the staggered manner 
in how we come out of it is important.  The projections may evolve and what seems logical now 
may very well seem irrational if the pandemic takes an unexpected turn.   
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